
Value-driven Digital

Transformation
FLI’s Case 
Management Platform



100+ Jurisdictions, 17,000 lawyers, 
20 years of getting it right for our clients.



First Law International’s member firms have provided 

legal support to hundreds of clients over the last two 

decades. 

Our experts specialise in small to large-scale cross-

border legal projects, enabling each of our clients to 

achieve growth and success on a global scale. 

FLI is a network created by GCs for GCs, supported 

by GCs; placing us as the cross-border network of 

choice for businesses worldwide. 

FLI’s carefully selected and vetted firms share our 

mission to deliver high quality, timely, legal advice. 

All our member firms are highly-ranked Chambers & 

Partners/Legal 500 firms and are either top-tier or 

second-tier in their respective jurisdictions.

We are passionate about helping each of our clients 

get the very best legal support, when they need it. 

That’s why we’ve taken big steps to ensure FLI 

stands out from the crowd.

Our values and entrepreneurial approach are why big 

businesses choose us time and time again as their 

legal partner. Managing and running a legal 

department can be stressful at the best of times, 

that’s why you can always count on our motivated 

cross-border team of experts to stand by you, 

whenever you need it most



Bridging FLI, Partners & Clients

FLIghtOne



What Does FLightOne
Help with?
FLI’s Case Management Platform is a digital 
portal that bridges FLI Services with Clients 
and Partners.

The platform ensures user friendly project 
management and seamless collaboration 
between legal teams.

▪ Manage your FLI projects with ease

▪ Real time project tracking

▪ Synced content across devices

▪ Use up to date, consistent information 
throughout the entire lifecycle of a case

▪ Communicate with FLI team members in real 
time

▪ Share and store documentation



Features

Easy Login

▪ Access the portal on any device, at any time 
with your email username.



Features
New Projects

▪ The project form enables you to quickly 
capture crucial project details to get your 
project started.

Select partners

▪ The system will automatically select a list of 
appropriate FLI partner firms which you can 
view and select here.

Define locations

▪ Specify the countries your project will run in 
and the related services your case demands. 
This helps us select the relevant partners for 
your case



Features
Approvals

▪ Before sharing the project with our partners 
to review, one approval phase is needed. 
Depending on your level of control, this will 
only require FLI approval, but it may also 
require a superior user from your team to do 
it.

Timeline

▪ The system will automatically select a list of 
appropriate FLI partner firms which you can 
view and select here.

Approval actions

▪ Here the qualified controller will be able to 
return the request. A different message will 
display if you are not the controller.



Features
Details

▪ When the project is “live” this interface will 
condense all the necessary actions to run the 
case.

Review actions

▪ The partner must check and confirm that 
there is no conflict of interest before 
accepting. If a partner firm rejects a case, 
they will be asked to provide a reason for 
rejection



Features
Reviews

▪ Once all controllers approve the project, the 
related partners will receive a notification for 
review.

General panel

▪ This panel condenses certain tabs to bring 
you the main project information.

Chat panel

▪ The chat block allows you to connect and 
directly communicate with any party 
involved.



Features

Details

▪ Here is the same information used to 
complete the form, with the additional 
option to add tags, that can help you to 
organize your cases.

Attachments

▪ Add additional references and files to support 
or organize your cases

Parties

▪ You can view the profiles or all parties 
on a project here.



contact@first-law.com+ 32 (0) 2 626 06 00


